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Phillips Safety is the industry leader in 
occupational safety eyewear. In 
business for over 100 years, you are met 
with the dedication and craftsmanship 
of a family owned company. 

Phillips Safety has been producing 
occupational safety glasses since 1905 
and continues to curate and produce a 
line of quality glasses and lenses today. 
Leading manufacturer of laser safety 
eyewear in the United States, Phillips 
Safety adheres to strict ANSI Z87-2+ 
and EN 207 CE standard certification, 
holding itself to a higher standard and 
priding itself on producing glasses with 
high-quality materials. 

All safety glasses produced and sold by 
Phillips Safety meet strict industry 
standards for military, medical, 
research laboratories, and a variety of 
other industries. 

With Phillips Safety’s dedicated team, 
you can rest assured knowing that all 
your prescription safety needs are met.
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/ FRAME STYLES

Phill ips Safety carries a wide 
variety of impact rated ANSI 
Z87-2+ and EN 207 CE certified 
frames that are made for comfort,  
style,  and function.  Our laser 
safety glasses are specially 
curated by our dedicated team to 
be trendy and stylish,  while not 
compromising practicality.  

Phill ips Safety glasses meet all  
levels of laser protection and are 
manufactured with attention to 
detail  and high quality materials .  
We offer a range of different styles 
including wraparound,  goggles,  
fit-overs,  and various other 
options.  

Whatever your need may be,  
Phill ips Safety has a frame that 
will  work for you in any industry.
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145mm 16mm 60mm 41mm 127mm

The Model 33 fitover laser eyewear glasses by 
Phillips Safety is designed to fit comfortably 
over your prescription eyewear. Manufactured 
with high quality rubberized TR-90 Nylon, these 
frames are designed to be an additional layer of 
lightweight protection. The Model 33 can be 
worn over almost any style of glasses with ease.

33

66
The Model 66 laser eyewear safety glasses by 
Phillips safety are built for optimal protection. 
Manufactured out of high quality materials, these 
frames are extremely durable. The large lens 
design ensures maximum safety and visibility 
while you work in any industry. The Model 66 has 
temple bars that are fully adjustable, ratcheting 
up and down and telescoping for a perfect fit. 
Available in black and silver.

135mm 19mm 58mm 49mm 105-120mm

PRESCRIPTION AVAILABLE

146mm 18mm 63mm 42mm 130mm

The Model 17011 laser eyewear glasses is a 
rectangular plastic frame. The Model 17011 is 
built to be extremely durable while maintaining a 
comfortable and protective fit. Rubberized temple 
bars accent these laser safety glasses and ensure 
a secure fit. These protective frames are available 
in black and green. Built in side shields provide 
integrated lateral protection.

17001 PRESCRIPTION AVAILABLE
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F10
The Model F10 laser safety glasses by Phillips 
Safety are a classic, sturdy frame that provide 
unmatched protection. This wrap around frame 
is available in black and blue. The Model F10 
features a perforated brow guard, rubberized 
temple bar, and silicone nose guard. 
Manufactured out of high quality TR-90 Nylon, 
these laser safety glasses are extremely 
durable. Built for comfort and protection in any 
industry.

150mm 19mm 55mm 40mm 125mm

133mm 20mm 57mm 37mm 103-117mm

The Model 300 laser eyewear safety glasses 
are a sturdy frame built for protection and 
durability. Manufactured with high quality 
materials and built to last, the Model 300 
frame is perfect for any industry. This black 
nylon frame is equipped with ridged temples 
that help provide a secure fit at all times. 

300 PRESCRIPTION AVAILABLE

138mm 15mm 53mm 36mm 120mm

The Model 16011 laser safety glasses by Phillips 
Safety are a wrap around style frame. These 
frames are manufactured out of high quality 
TR-90 Nylon making them extremely durable. The 
Model 16011 is built to be lightweight and provide 
optimal protection for all environments. 
Incorporated with lateral protetion, these frames 
do not compromise on safety. Adjustable nose 
pads help to obtain a comfortable fit. Available in 
blue and black.

16001 PRESCRIPTION AVAILABLE
PRESCRIPTION AVAILABLE

138mm 17mm 60mm 35mm 120mm

808
The Model 808 laser eyewear safety glasses by 
Phillips Safety are a study protective frame. 
Manufactured out of TR-90 Nylon, these 
frames are extremely durable and impact and 
chemical resistant. The Model 808 frames are 
lightweight and come in black, silver, and red. 
Rubberized temple bars, nose pads, and arms 
ensure a reliable, secure fit.

133mm 18mm 65mm 36mm 125mm

The Model 282 laser eyewear safety glasses by 
Phillips Safety are a sleek semi-rimless style 
frame. These black glasses offer up maximum 
protection while remaining lightweight. 
Manufactured out of high quality TR-90 Nylon, 
the Model 282 is extremely durable and 
reliable in any industry. Their comfortable 
semi-rimless wrap around style does not 
compromise on safety or comfort. Rubberized 
nose pads ensure a secure fit on your face while 
you work.

282

135mm 18mm 54mm 39mm 132mm

The Model 1375 laser eyewear safety glasses 
by Phillips Safety provides premium 
protection. The Model 1375 has a head 
hugging temple design that ensures a secure 
fit while you work in any industry. These black 
frames are manufactured out of high quality 
polycarbonate that is extremely durable and 
lightweight. They are equipped with 
excellent splash and lateral protection.

1375 PRESCRIPTION AVAILABLE



The Model 332 laser eyewear safety glasses 
by Phillips Safety are a protective wide lens 
safety glasses. Manufactured out of high 
quality TR-90 Nylon, these frames are 
lightweight yet extremely durable. The Model 
332 is crafted with optimal protection and 
comfort in mind.

332

The Model OTG fitover laser glasses by Phillips 
Safety are designed to fit comfortably over your 
prescription eyewear. These frames are 
manufactured with high quality TR-90 Nylon, 
keeping them lightweight yet extremely durable. 
Available in black, these glasses feature 
adjustable temple bars and wide lenses for full 
optical protection. The Model OTG laser safety 
glasses are built for comfort that does not 
compromise on safety.

OTG
The Model 55 fitover laser eyewear goggles by 
Phillips Safety are designed to fit comfortably 
over your prescription eyewear or wear as a 
standard alone goggle. These laser safety goggles 
are manufactured out of high quality silicone 
plastic and are built to be extremely durable and 
protective. The Model 55 is outfitted with an 
adjustable strap that is comfortable and helps to 
keep your goggles firmly in place while you work.

55

600
The Model 600 laser safety glasses by Phillips 
Safety are an aviator style metal frame. These 
double bridged safety glasses are made of high 
quality material. Extremely durable and 
lightweight, these bronze frames are designed to 
sit comfortably on your face while you work in 
any industry. The Model 600 includes 
permashield side shields for optimal added 
protection. Sadle bridge and nose pads help to 
keep these protective frames in place. 140mm 14mm 62mm 41mm 135mm

17004
The Model 17004 laser safety glasses by Phillips 
Safety are a convenient flip up style frame. The 
flip up style offers unmatched versatility. 
Manufactured out of high quality TR-90 Nylon, 
these frames are extremely durable, yet 
lightweight. Adjustable temple bars allow for a 
comfortable, personalized fit while you work.

135mm 23mm 56mm 39mm 106-116mm
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Should you need any further information, 
please do not hesitate to contact us.

123 Lincoln Blvd, Middlesex, NJ 08845, USA 

+1 (866) 757 1307

service@phillips-safety.com

www.phillips-safety.com

PHILLIPS-SAFETY.COM

CONTACT

PHILLIPS SAFETY
PRODUCTS INC.

LASER EYEWEAR 
PRODUCT GUIDE


